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Abstract
We prove an “almost conservation law” to obtain global-in-time well-posedness for the nonlinear
Davey–Stewartson equation in Hs(R2), and s > 4/7.
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1. Introduction
The Davey–Stewartson (D–S) systems model the evolution of weakly nonlinear wa-
ter waves that travel predominantly in one direction, but in which the wave amplitude is
modulated slowly in two horizontal. They read in dimensionless form as a system for the
(complex) amplitude u = u(x, y, t) and for the (real) mean velocity potential v = v(x, y, t)
as {
iut + σuxx + uyy = λ|u|2u+μuvx,
vxx + νvyy = (|u|2)x1 . (1.1)
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normalised in such a way that |σ | = |λ| = 1. These systems can be classified as elliptic–
elliptic, elliptic–hyperbolic, hyperbolic–elliptic and hyperbolic–hyperbolic according to
the respective sigh of (σ , ν): (+,+), (+,−), (−,+) and (−,−). Note however that the
last possibility does not seem to occur in the context of water waves. Until now, a large
amount of work have been done to the initial value problem of (1.1) [1,2,4,9].
In this paper we shall study the Cauchy problem of the following elliptic–elliptic D–S
systems (in (1.1), σ = λ = 1 and ν > 1):{
iut + Δu = |u|2u+μuvx1,











Combining (1.2)–(1.4), we have
iut +Δu = |u|2u+μE
(|u|2)u, (1.5)
which we complement with the initial value





Here Hs(R2) denotes the usual inhomogeneous Sobolev space.
It is known that (1.5)–(1.6) is well possed locally in time when s > 0. These local
solution enjoy L2 conservation
‖u‖L2(R2) = ‖u0‖L2(R2) (1.7)









∥∥E 12 (|u|2)∥∥22 = H(u0)(t), (1.8)
where E1/2 =F−1 |ξ1|
(ξ21 +νξ22 )1/2
F .
Energy conservation and the local-in-time theory immediately imply global-in-time
well-posedness of (1.5)–(1.6) for data in Hs(R2) when s > 1. The obvious impediment
to claiming global-in-time solutions in Hs , with 0 < s < 1, is lake of any applicable con-
servation law.
In this paper, we use Tao’s method. In this “almost conservation law” approach, one
controls the growth in time of a rough solution by monitoring the energy of a certain
smoothed out version of the solution. It can be shown that the energy of the smoothed
solutions is almost conserved as time passes, and controls the solutions sub-energy Sobolev
norm. In proving the almost conservation law for the (1.5)–(1.6), we shall use the linear
estimates presented in [8].
In this paper, we shall prove the following result.
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Hs(R2) when s > 47 .
Before proceeding to the proof, we introduce some notations and preliminary lemmas.
Given A,B  0, we write A  B to mean that for some universal constant K > 2,
AK · B . We write A ∼ B when both A B and B  A. The notation A  B denotes
B > K · A.
We write 〈A〉 = (1+A2) 12 , and 〈∇〉 for the operator with Fourier multiplier (1+|ξ |2) 12 .
The symbol ∇ will denote the spatial gradient.
We will use the weighted Sobolev norms,
‖ψ‖Xs,b =
∥∥〈ξ 〉s 〈τ − |ξ |2〉bψ˜(ξ, τ )∥∥
L2(Rn×R). (1.9)
Here ψ˜ is the space-time Fourier transform of ψ . We will need local-in-time estimates in
terms of truncated versions of the norms (1.9),
‖f ‖Xδs,b = infψ=f on [0,δ] ‖ψ‖Xδs,b .
We will often use the notation 12+ = 12 +  for some universal 0 <   1. Similarly, we
write 12− = 12 − , and 12 − − = 12 − 2.






∣∣F(x, t)∣∣r dx) qr ) 1q . (1.10)
We will need Strichartz-type estimates involving the spaces (1.8) and (1.9). We will call a













For a Schrödinger admissible pair (q, r) we have what we will call the Lqt Lrx Strichartz
estimate [7],
‖φ‖Lqt Lrx(Rn+1)  ‖φ‖X0, 12 + . (1.11)
Lemma 1.2. [8] Let ψ1,ψ2 ∈ Xδ0, 12 + be supported on spatial frequencies |ξ | ∼ N1,N2,











In addition, (1.12) holds if we replace the product ψ1 ·ψ2 with either ψ¯1 ·ψ2 or ψ1 · ψ¯2.
Let us now describe the following context of this paper. The second section gets the
local well-posedness of (1.5)–(1.6). The third section proves the almost conservation law
and obtains the globally-well-posed.
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We give the Lp estimate of operator E.
Lemma 2.1. [2–4] For 1 < p < ∞,∥∥E(ϕ)∥∥
Lp
 C‖ϕ‖Lp .
Proof. It suffices to show that the symbol of E: ρ(ξ) = ξ21 /(ξ21 + νξ22 ) ξ21 /|ξ |2 belongs
toMp ,Mp is a multiplier space.





γ |ξ |−2  C|ξ |−|α|,
then from Hormand–Mihilin multiplier theorem, ρ(ξ) ∈Mp . 













0, T ;Hs,4)∩Lν(r)(0, T ;Hs,r),{
r = 41+2s , ν(r) = 41−2s , 0 < s < 12 ,




3 (0,T ;L 43 )  T
s
(‖u‖2XT + ‖v‖2XT )‖u− v‖L4(0,T ;L4),∥∥E(|u|2)u− E(|v2|)v∥∥
L
4
3 (0,T ;L 43 )  T
s
(‖u‖2XT + ‖v‖2XT )‖u− v‖L4(0,T ;L4).
Before ending this section, we give the local solution of (1.5)–(1.6). The main approach is
to get fixed point for the integral equation,





Let M > 0 (finite) and
X =X (M,T ) = {u ∈ XT : ‖u‖X M}.T
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d(u, v) = ‖u− v‖L4(0,T ;L4),
X is a complete metric space.

























3 (0,T ;Hs, 43 )
 ‖u0‖Hs + 2T s‖u‖3XT




















3 (0,T ;L 43 )
 2T s
(‖u‖2XT + ‖v‖2XT )‖u− v‖L4(0,T ;L4)
 2T sM2d(u, v).
Let M = 2‖u0‖Hs and T be such that 4T sM2 < 1, we then have∥∥Φ(u)(t)∥∥







By the fixed point theorem, we get unique fixed point of Φ , which is the unique solution
of (1.5)–(1.6).
Proposition 2.1. [6] n = 2, u0(x) ∈ Hs(R2), s > 0. There exists a maximal solution
u(x, t) ∈ C(0, T ;Hs) ∩ Lν(r)loc (0, T ;Bsr,2). Moreover, this solution has the following prop-
erties
(i) ‖u‖L2(R2) = ‖u0‖L2(R2) for every t < T ;
(ii) either T = ∞ or T < ∞, ‖u‖Lν(r)(0,T ;Bsr,2) = ∞,
where Bsr,2 is Besov space.
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For rough initial u0 ∈ Hs , s < 1, the energy is infinite, and so the conservation law
(1.8) is meaningless. Instead, Theorem 1.1 rests on the fact that a smoothed version of the
solution (1.5)–(1.6) has a finite energy which is almost conserved in time.
Given s < 1 and parameter N  1, define the multiplier operator
ÎNf (ξ) ≡ mN(ξ)fˆ (ξ),






, |ξ | 2N.
For simplicity, we will eventually drop the N from the notation, writing I and m.
To prove Theorem 1.1, we may assume that u0 ∈ C∞0 (R2), and show that the resulting
global-in-time solution grows at most polynomially in the Hs norm,∥∥u(t)∥∥
Hs(R2)  C1t
M +C2, (3.1)
where the constants C1,C2,M depend only on ‖u0‖Hs(R2) and not on higher regularity
norms of the smooth data. Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from (3.1), the local-in-time
theory, and a standard density argument.
It suffices to show
‖∇Iu‖L2  (1 + t)M. (3.2)
Now we show Proposition 3.1 implies (3.2). Note that the initial value problem here has
a scaling symmetry, and is Hs -subcritical when 0 < s < 1 and n = 2. That is if u is a
solution to (1.5)–(1.6), so too


















∀N  1, we choose scaling parameter λ = N 1−ss , so that ‖∇Iu(λ)(0)‖L2 < 12 . We now
apply Proposition 3.1 to the scaled initial data u(λ)0 , and in fact may reapply this proposition
until the size of ‖∇Iu(λ)‖L2 reaches 1, that is at least N
3
2 − times. Hence






= δN 32 −N 2(1−s)s ∼ N 7s−42s −,
where 7s − 4 > 0, s > 4 . ∀T  1, N = T 2s7s−4 −7
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L2 =
∥∥∇Iλu(λ)(λx,λ2T )∥∥








Then when 47 < s < 1,






Proposition 3.1. Given s > 47 , N  1, and initial data u0 ∈ C∞0 (R2) with H(Iu0)  1,
then there exists a δ = δ(‖u0‖L2(R2)) > 0, so that the solution
u(x, t) ∈ C([0, δ],H s(R2))
of (1.5)–(1.6) satisfies
H(Iu)(t) = H(Iu)(0) + O(N− 32 +)
for all t ∈ [0, δ].
In order to prove Proposition 3.1. We will need the following modified version of the




Proposition 3.2. Assume 47 < s < 1 and we are given data for the problem (1.5)–(1.6) with
H(Iu0)  1. Then there is a constant δ = δ(‖u0‖L2(R2)) so that the solution u obeys the






























From [10,11], we get the following estimates involving functions F(x, t), f (x):∥∥eitΔf ∥∥
Xδ
1, 12 +
 ‖f ‖H 1(R2),∥∥∥∥∥
t∫
0







‖F‖Xδ  δP ‖F‖Xδ ,1,−b 1,−β
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∇sE(|u|2)uv dx dt∣∣∣∣∣ ‖u‖3Xs, 12 + ,
where∫
R2
∇sE(|u|2)uv dx = ∫ |ξ |s ̂E(|u|2)u(ξ)vˆ(ξ) dξ
=
∫ ∫
|ξ |s (ξ1 − η1)
2
|ξ − η|2 |̂u|
2(ξ − η)uˆ(η)vˆ(ξ) dη dξ
=
∫ ∫ ∫
|ξ |s (ξ1 − η1)
2
|ξ − η|2 uˆ(ξ − η − ν) ˆ¯u(ν)uˆ(η)vˆ(ξ) dν dη dξ.
Without loss of generality, we assume uˆ, vˆ are positive, therefore, we continue to estimate
it by











(∇su)u¯uv dx dt∣∣∣∣∣ ‖u‖3Xs, 12 +‖v‖X0,− 12 −− .






















‖v‖X0, 12 −− = RHS,
where for ‖v‖L3x,t (R2+1), we use interpolation between ‖u‖L2x,t  ‖u‖X0,0 and the Strichartz
estimate ‖u‖L4x,t  ‖u‖X0, 12 + yields
‖u‖L3x,t  ‖u‖X0,0× 13 +( 12 +)× 23 = ‖u‖X0, 13 + = ‖u‖X0, 12 −− .
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The usual energy (1.8) is shown to be conserved by differenti-



































= I + II.
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|ξ2 + ξ3|2 Î ut (ξ1)Îu(ξ2)Îu(ξ3)Îu(ξ4).
We may ignore the appearance of complex conjugates here and in the sequel. We use
Eq. (1.5) to substitute for Iut . Our aim is to show that
Term1 + Term2 + Term3 N− 32 +,














































In three cases we break u into a sum of dyadic constituents ψj , each with frequency support
〈ξ 〉 ∼ 2j , j = 0, . . . .





Hence we conclude Term1 N−
3


















for function u, with positive spatial Fourier transforms supported on
〈ξi〉 ∼ 2ki = Ni
for some ki ∈ {0,1, . . .} and |ξ | 1.




|ξ2+ξ3|2 in ξ2, ξ3, ξ4, we may




i=1 ξi = 0 so that N1 N2. We now split the different frequency interac-
tions into three cases, according to the size of the parameter N in comparison to the Ni .






2 is in this case identically zero. So
Term1 = 0.
Case 2. N2  N  N3  N4. Since ∑4i=1 ξi = 0, we have here also N1 ∼ N2. By the
mean value theorem,∣∣∣∣1 − m(ξ2 + ξ3 + ξ4)m(ξ2)m(ξ3)m(ξ4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(ξ21 + ξ31|ξ2 + ξ3|
)2∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣1 − m(ξ2 + ξ3 + ξ4)m(ξ2)m(ξ3)m(ξ4)
∣∣∣∣ |∇m(ξ2)(ξ3 + ξ4)|m(ξ2)  N3N2 .




































































Case 3. N2 N3 N . We use in this instance a trivial pointwise bound on the symbol,∣∣∣∣1 − m(ξ2 + ξ3 + ξ4)m(ξ2)m(ξ3)m(ξ4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣(ξ21 + ξ31|ξ2 + ξ3|





When estimating the integrand, breaking the interactions into two subcases, depending on
which frequency is comparable to N2.
Case 3(a). N1 ∼ N2  N3  N . From Plancherel’s theorem, Hölder’s inequality,











































2 = N 12 .
Case 3(b). N2 ∼ N3  N,N1  N2. From Plancherel’s theorem, Hölder’s inequality,
Lemma 1.2 and the Strichartz estimate,



























































∥∥Iu(ξi)∥∥X1, 12 + ,
where as above, φ¯(ξi) 0 is supported for |ξi | ∼ Ni = 2ki , and without loss of generality,
N2 N3 N4.
PN1 is the projection onto functions supported in the N1 dyadic spatial frequency shell.
Case 1. N  N2, the symbol in this case identically zero, so,
Term2 = 0.




























∥∥Iu(ξi)∥∥X1, 12 + N− 32 +N0−2
6∏
i=1
∥∥Iu(ξi)∥∥X1, 12 + .











∥∥Iu(ξi)∥∥X1, 12 + .





N− 52 +N0−2 N
− 32 +N0−2



















































∣∣∣∣1 − m(ξ2 + ξ3 + ξ4)m(ξ2)m(ξ3)m(ξ4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣̂I(|u|2u)(ξ1)∣∣Î u(ξ2)Îu(ξ3)Îu(ξ4)
∣∣∣∣∣.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
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